We design a series of plasmonic bowtie antennas with broadly varying resonant wavelengths from 1.34 to 3.36 m under the same antenna footprint size. Based on the prototype of contour bowtie antennas (CBAs), we modify the geometry of CBAs with extensive resonant paths and, therefore, redshift resonances and maintain the gap enhancement factors, at least at the same level with that of the solid bowtie antenna.
Introduction
Optical properties of plasmonic bowtie antennas (BA) have been extensively investigated in the visible and infrared frequency range both theoretically and experimentally [1] - [5] . Properly designed nanostructures are known to produce "hot spots" in the antenna gap, where the strongly enhanced local electric fields arise from a combination effect of the localized surface plasmon resonance of the individual triangular element and the electrodynamic coupling between the elements [1] , [2] . Such strong field enhancement and confinement in the subwavelength gap have led to many promising applications such as photonic circuits, near-field or nanoscale imaging, ultrafast and compact photodetectors, and high-efficiency photovoltaics [6] - [10] . Besides, the hot spots also enhance nonlinear processes such as second-harmonic generation [11] , [12] , third harmonic generation [12] - [16] , two photon photoluminescence [11] , [17] , and extremeultraviolet emission [17] - [20] .
The dependence of the field enhancement, the field confinement, and the resonant wavelength res on various parameters of the BA geometry, as well as the periodic effect, has been widely studied [1] - [4] , [11] , [21] . It has been known that res is proportional to the antenna length [2] , [22] . Therefore, when the potential antenna-enhanced applications are operated in the nearor mid-infrared (IR) range such as IR detectors [23] - [25] or molecular vibration modes sensors [26] , the antenna dimensions may increase to micrometers. Such large size is difficult to apply to nanoscale integrated circuits, especially for antenna arrays. Therefore, several research groups have tried to redshift the resonance of the nano-antenna over a wide wavelength range while maintaining the antenna size the same. For example, Alù et al. [27] , [28] utilized the circuit model concept and proposed a loading technique by filling in the nanogap with materials of different permittivities. Lin et al. [29] used a similar way by coating an oxide layer on top of the BA. Chau et al. [30] , on the other hand, designed nanoshell BAs and tuned the resonant frequency by varying the dielectric core materials. However, the real structures of nanoshell BAs may be difficult to be fabricated by the state-of-the-art nanofabrication techniques since the alignment between different deposition setups is extremely critical to form the core-shell structure. Besides, finding a branch of dielectric materials with continuous range of permittivity is also a challenging task. Therefore, rather than changing the dielectric core materials, Sederberg and Elezzabi [22] proposed contour bowtie antennas (CBAs) with air holes and tuned the antenna response by varying the contour thickness. On the other hand, interesting Sierpiń ski fractal plasmonic antennas were proposed by Rosa et al. [31] and by Sederberg and Elezzabi [32] for tunability to longer wavelengths using fractal iteration. However, there is still a limitation of the minimal contour thickness and the triangle size in fractal iteration due to the fabrication concern. In this paper, we propose another modified CBA structure to further red-shift the spectral responses under the same CBA footprint size. With our in-house developed three-dimensional (3-D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [33] , [34] , we first compared the spectra of the conventional solid BA, the CBA, and our modified CBAs. Then, we designed a new-type CBA called Butterfly antenna, which achieves a redshift trend from res ¼ 1:34 m (solid BA, field enhancement 22.5) to res ¼ 3:36 m (Butterfly -l x antenna, field enhancement 21.6) under the same antenna footprint size. Fig. 1(a)-(c) shows the schematic views of a conventional solid BA, the CBA, and the modified contour bowtie antenna (MCBA), respectively. A typical plasmonic BA is composed of two tipto-tip triangles with a small gap in between, where its resonant behavior is characterized by several parameters such as the antenna length l, the gap sizes g x and g y , and the flare angle . The CBA, on the other hand, is constructed by hollowing out the center of the solid BA and leaving its surroundings with a contour thickness t . According to Sederberg and Elezzabi [22] , t has a great effect on res for CBAs, and this effect can be analogous to the resonance of a plasmonic nanoshell, where increasing the radius of the core material (thinner contour thickness) will redshift res . Or we can simply view this trend in a way that the thinner contour thickness will cause the electrical currents flowing along the narrow outer path, thus effectively increasing the resonant path as well as res . In such principle, rather than changing the contour thickness, we expect that by properly designing the CBA geometry with larger effective resonant paths, we can achieve an optimized broad res range while keeping the overall footprint the same size. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , we first modified the CBA by enlarging the flare angle and adding two right angles to the corners of the CBA. The antenna length, the gap sizes, and the contour thickness are fixed at l ¼ 450 nm, g x ¼ g y ¼ 30 nm, and t ¼ 30 nm, respectively, for all BA structures in the paper. The antenna is supported by a silica substrate with the relative permittivity of 2.25, and exposed to air as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The metallic antennas are made of gold with thickness d ¼ 36 nm, and its dielectric function is described by the Drude model with " 1 ¼ 1, ! p ¼ 11500 ðTHzÞ, and p ¼ 92 ðTHzÞ, which were obtained from literature fitting to the experimental data [35] . To simulate such structure, we used a computational volume with six-sided perfect matched layers (PMLs), and the optically-thick silica substrate is approximated to be infinite and therefore extended into the PML region. An E x -polarized uniform plane-wave propagating toward the negative z-direction is implemented in our 3-D FDTD program to excite the antenna from the air side, and the grid size is 3 nm. We have done spatial resolution test including using the grid size of 1.5 nm, and confirmed that good convergence in our simulations has been achieved with the grid size of 3 nm. By calculating the amplitude of the E x -field component jE x j in the middle of the gap and normalizing it to the incident field jE 0 j, we define this ratio as the gap enhancement, jE x j=jE 0 j. Since the phasor forms of the electric and magnetic fields can be expressed as E ¼ jE
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i Hzẑ , we also recorded the moduli of the electric and magnetic fields (jE x j, jE y j, jE z j, jH x j, jH y j, jH z j) and the phases of the electric and magnetic fields ( E x , E y , E z , H x , H y , H z ) simultaneously along the x -y plane cut at z ¼ d =2, referring to Fig. 1(d) . creases the gap enhancement to 37.7, which demonstrates the capability of the CBA in both increasing res and the gap enhancement compared with the solid BA [22] . Fig. 3(a) displays the near-field distributions of jE x j, H z and the conduction current density jJj of the CBA primary resonance at res ¼ 2:22 m, when the amplitude of incident electric field intensity ðjE 0 jÞ is 1 V/m. It can be seen that a subwavelength hot spot was excited within the nanogap from the jE x j distribution. In addition, the H z and jJj distributions portray the resonant characteristics. According to our previous studies [34] , we have developed a method to efficiently determine or predict the shape resonant modes for either aperture-type or patch-type elements. For example, for the patch-type elements, the phase of the magnetic-field component along the incident-wave propagation direction, H z , should satisfy the following two criteria within the effective resonant lengths: i) H z exhibits a 180 phase difference with respect to the center of the rod width along the effective resonant paths [see Fig. 4(a)] ; ii) for twofold-mirror-symmetry-shaped elements, H z needs to be with even/odd (odd/even) symmetry with respect to the center of the x -coordinate=y -coordinate ðC x =C y Þ under x -polarized (y -polarized) light [see Fig. 4(b) and (c) ]. Since H z is with odd symmetry to C y under x -polarized light, the H z distribution shown in Fig. 3(a) displays the characteristic of the half-top and half-down (the second order) triangular-shaped resonance, and the current phase jump with respect to the center of the rod width w . For elements with twofold mirror-symmetry shape, Hz should obey (b) even/odd symmetry with respect to C x =C y under x -polarized light incidence and (c) odd/even symmetry with respect to C x =C y under y -polarized light incidence. distribution jJj also shows a node in the middle of the triangular base. Now when the two triangular contour elements are getting closer to each other, the restoring force acting on the oscillating charges of each element will induce opposite charge distributions at their vertexes, thus forming a lower energy state with an overall res redshift trend. This is also the reason that the small gap size will increase res [1] , [2] , [4] . Despite the results of BA and CBA, it can also be seen that a further redshift trend occurs for MCBAs with increasing . The resonance reaches to 2.66 m as ¼ 170 , and its corresponding gap enhancement is 31.4, which is still better than that of BA. Fig. 2(b) plots the relationship between flare angles with respect to the resonance and the gap enhancement. According to the H z and jJj distributions shown in Fig. 3(b) , we can see that the linear increase of res with respect to for the MCBA is due to the corresponding enlarging effective resonant paths among these samples. The gap enhancement, on the other hand, decreases with because the charges on the vertex of the antenna are no longer well-confined when is too large, as evidenced from the jE x j distribution shown in Fig. 3(b) .
Butterfly Antennas With Different Pit Lengths l x
Next, to further broaden the resonant spectral range under the same antenna footprint size, we tried to extend the resonant paths by utilizing the hollow spaces of the MCBAs. We considered such designs to be planar structures; therefore, they can be fabricated by properly designed new photo masks without additional fabrication process, while a 3-D extension may increase the fabrication difficulties. Based on the design of the MCBA with ¼ 170 , we tried to insert some pits to its hollow spaces along the x and y directions as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , denoted as Butterfly -l x antenna and Butterfly -l x antenna, respectively. Even though the Butterfly -l x antenna has larger pit length l y , the short horizontal arm limits the pit width, P w , and will cause new hot spots within the pits under the x -polarization light [see Fig. 5(b) ]. Therefore, we focus on a series of Butterfly -l x samples with different pit lengths l x ¼ 60 nm, 80 nm, 100 nm, and 120 nm. As l x The almost linear increment of res with respect to L res gives us a hint that res can be roughly estimated by a modified cutoff-wavelength equation of the rectangular waveguide [34] , m res ¼ 2n eff L res , where n eff is the effective refractive index and m is an integer. In our case, m is equal to 2 for the second-order resonances. The difference in the line slope in Fig. 7 between MCBAs and Butterfly -l x antennas may result from the variation of n eff due to the metallic dispersion as well as the coupling between the elements. On the other hand, Fig. 6 also shows the coupling between the insertion pits and the adjacent triangular sides gradually becomes serious as l x increases, thereby simultaneously degrading the gap enhancement factor. As a result, in order to keep the gap enhancement at least at the same level of the BA, the l x ¼ 80 nm sample with its gap enhancement of 21.6, as seen in Fig. 5(d) , might be the optimal case for Butterfly -l x antenna designs, and its corresponding res reaches to 3.36 m.
Conclusion
We have numerically investigated the resonance property in the nanogap for a series of modified CBA samples, where it can be seen that the effective contour-shaped resonances and the coupling effects play an important role in the spectral positions through the near-field analyses. To achieve broadly varying resonant wavelengths under the same antenna footprint size, we first modified the CBA with longer resonant paths by varying the flare angles and adding two right angles to the corners. res redshifts from 2.22 m for the CBA ð ¼ 90 Þ to 2.66 m for the MCBA with ¼ 170 , and the gap enhancement factor for the MCBA with ¼ 170 is still better than that of the BA by 39%. In addition, we also designed a new-type CBA called Butterfly -l x antenna with several pits in the triangular base. res can be further redshifted to 3.36 m for the l x ¼ 80 nm sample with the gap enhancement of 21.6.
